
Seminar exercises week 42 (October 10-14)
Exercise 1

Assume a well ordered sequential bargaining problem with an infinite horizon where a union and the

management of the firm bargain over an amount R. The management’s discount factor is β and the union’s

discount factor is δ. The union consists of L member who all get the same share of the union’s outcome

from the bargaining.

a) Show that when the union moves first, each union member gets

w =
1− β

1− βδ

(
R− z − sL

L

)
+ s

where z is the status quo pay-off to the management and s is the strike support to the union.

b) What is the w-outcome if the management moves first?

c) When do we get strikes in this model? How could we extend the model to provide a more reasonable

model for the occurrence of strikes?

d) Could you imagine conditions under which it is not optimal to be the first mover in the bargaining

game?

Exercise 2

Consider a version of Sen’s models of cooperatives with two individuals. Individual 1 and 2 have utility

functions

U1 = ln
(
y1 − γ

)
− ln l1, γ > 0

U2 = ln y2 − ln l2.

Production is done with total labour L = l1 + l2, land A owned by the coop, and fertilizer F which the coop

buys at price p. The production function is

Q = Lδ1Aδ2F 1−δ1−δ2 ,

and output can be sold at a price equal to 1. Member 1 acts as to maximize W1 = U1 + sU2 and member 2

W2 = U2 + sU1.

1. In what way can we say that agent 1 has larger needs than agent 2? What could this mean?

2. What is the socially optimal input of labour by each of the agents and of fertilizer?

3. If we say that a division of output is according to need if first agent 1 gets γ and then the rest is split

equally among the two, what is the chosen effort by the two?

4. If both get a fraction proportional to their effort, what is the agents’ effort. How does this depend on

δ2?

5. What is the optimal mix between payment according to effort and needs?
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